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OUR
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Australia catastrophic bush fire

InJanuary, Australia has been gone
through a catastrophic bush fire which
impacted lot of
families. Salute to the fire fighters who put their own life in danger for
the sake of their homeland. They not only try to protect people’s
property but also sacrifice their own life, time and money. Australia
which has been surrounded with inland & out of the land natural beauty
includes lush green bed of trees & vast, deep, powerful blue ocean but
on the other hand, the same nature becomes so catastrophic that it is
hard to stop it whether its bush fire, floods or water restrictions. It
happens oﬀ and on all around the Australia. Our support will always be
with firefighters for their continuous eﬀort & courage. We also feel sorry
for those people who lost their animals and other properties. We are
available to fire aﬀected families who need our services.

Our new website has
been launched
www.bwmediations.com
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Do you know the difference between Choking and
Strangulation?
Choking is when food stuck in trachea (windpipe) and
treatment of choking depends upon the level of food
stuck in there.
Strangulation in today’s world is deadliest form of
violence. It happens only when some external body
use force around someone’s neck. The obstruction of
oxygen by strangulation can cause death straight away
and the only way to keep person alive is to remove the
external object which can be hands of someone, rope,
wire, piece of cloth or hanging with some other object.
For detailed info. click here

Start Mediation today with us and get 15% oﬀ on your
full mediation service.
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